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It is an honour and pleasure to introduce Dr Fleur Johns’ first book, with its intriguing title. My own first book, *The Creation of States in International Law*, was concerned with international lawyers making things with and through law, or at least participating in their making. In that respect, it shares a concern with Fleur Johns’ book. Differing styles notwithstanding, the two have something else in common. *Creation of States* tackled phenomena commonly regarded as matters of ‘fact’ and not of law; it analysed material ‘said to be “political” and, therefore, not a proper subject of legal analysis’, as the late Professor Ian Brownlie remarked in introducing that text. In so doing, it probed fundamental concepts and considerations of legality in relation to various modes of illegal force and de facto situations.

In her book, Dr Johns likewise explores encounters of the legal and the non-legal across a wide range of settings marked by international legal argument. Many of these settings have elsewhere been characterised as wholly political creations (e.g. Guantánamo Bay) or scenarios in which international law’s role is entirely reactive (e.g. the aftermath of natural disaster). By contrast, Dr Johns envisages international lawyers playing an active, constitutive role in each of these domains and asks that we bear a corresponding sense of responsibility.

The parallel between the two books naturally has its limits. My concern in *Creation of States* was to defend the formal coherence and completeness of international law as a system of law, as against the ‘radical decentralization’ that I there identified with nineteenth-century doctrine. That is not the goal of this book. Rather, Dr Johns’ aspiration is, as she tells us, ‘to make politically navigable and questionable’ some aspects of international legal work previously unacknowledged,
namely, work revolving around what are described in this book as international law’s ‘negative spaces’.

Across international legal fields and materials commonly seen as disparate, she traces some illuminating connections. Understandings of torture and counter-terrorist detention informed by international human rights law may have more to do with concepts of choice identified with international economic law than international legal scholarship has previously registered. Depictions of dead bodies, and work with them, in international policy manuals might owe something to patterns of thought discernible in scholarly writing on climate change. In these and other combinations, the repertoire of international legal thought and work manifest in this book is less cribbed than some accounts of contemporary international law would have us see. For all these reasons it is a welcome addition to Cambridge Studies in International and Comparative Law.

James Crawford
Lauterpacht Centre for International Law
University of Cambridge
The very earliest version of one chapter of this book was written in 2004, although the idea for such a book was then inchoate. Other chapters were written discontinuously between 2006 and 2012. Most were presented in varied forms before a range of audiences. In addition, I am fortunate to have received written commentary on published journal articles that formed the basis for a few of the chapters. Many people will, accordingly, have contributed to this work in ways that it is now beyond me to acknowledge. To all who have listened to me speak about some aspect of this work, referenced it in their own writing, and asked questions of or expressed interest in it, in one way or another, let me offer my thanks. At risk of unforgiveable omission, let me acknowledge in particular the input, feedback, insights and invitations of the following people in relation to various parts of this book: Mark Antaki, Irene Baghoomians, Katherine Biber, Edwin Bikundo, Selene Brett, Hilary Charlesworth, Davina Cooper, Mitchell Dean, Roshan DeSilva Wijeyeratne, Peter Fitzpatrick, Ben Golder, Richard Joyce, David Kinley, Karen Knap, Martti Koskenniemi, Euan Macdonald, Shaun McVeigh, Ralf Michaels, China Miéville, Stewart Motha, Jacqueline Mowbray, Pat O’Malley, Anne Orford, Sundhya Pahuja, Nikolas Rose, Kim Rubenstein, Wojciech Sadurski, Mehera San Roque, Ben Saul, Gerry Simpson, Tim Stephens, Mariana Valverde, Kevin Walton, Katie Young and Peer Zumbansen. I would also like to record particular thanks to four people who generously agreed to provide feedback on the book as it neared publication: David Kennedy, Susan Marks, Annelise Riles and Ralph Wilde. David Kennedy owes still further credit for being such an extraordinary teacher to me: first, in a formal sense, in the 1995–1996 Harvard LL.M. program, and in the years since that time, in many ways.
Throughout this book’s lengthy gestation, I have been a member of faculty at Sydney Law School at the University of Sydney, an institution from which I have drawn support of many kinds. Of particular significance were two periods of leave from teaching afforded me by the Faculty’s Special Studies Program and further research leave granted me through the University’s Brown Fellowship Program. I am grateful to the former Dean, Professor Gillian Triggs, the current Acting Dean Greg Tolhurst, and the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research), Professor Jill Trewhella, for this support and to my colleagues at Sydney for innumerable acts of kindness, large and small. In the very earliest stages, research and writing towards this book was also assisted by the support of the Leverhulme Trust, which enabled me to visit Birkbeck School of Law in London under the generous auspices of Professor Peter Fitzpatrick.

Several talented research assistants have played a crucial role in the production of this book: Sadhana Abayasekara, Surya Gopalan and Richard Bailey. I am particularly indebted to Richard for the care and acumen he devoted to finalisation of the text. I have also benefited from the patience and encouragement of Nienke van Schaverbeke and Richard Woodham at Cambridge University Press, the efforts of Rob Wilkinson and Gail Welsh at Out of House Publishing, the guidance of Professor James Crawford, as Series Editor of Cambridge Studies in International and Comparative Law, and the valuable input of two anonymous reviewers.

For all these sources of help and stimulus, this would have remained a non-book about non-legality were it not for the unstinting support of my husband, Peter Hammond. I cannot here do justice to his warmth, wisdom, patience, generosity, creativity and unflagging faith in our collective ability to pull things off, whatever the complications; let the dedication of this book do what this deficient collection of nouns cannot. Also inadequate is any one-sentence acknowledgement of the contribution of my parents, Penelope and Murray Johns, and my sister, Diana Johns, each of whom has offered a cherished hand at critical moments. Elizabeth and Jim Hammond and all the Hammond, Harris, Savage and Warburton clans have similarly thrown lifelines of one sort or another on many an occasion, as have many of our wonderful friends. Since 2009, the skill and thoughtfulness of Monique Simmons has been absolutely invaluable. I am deeply grateful to them all. As for opening my eyes to the world anew and giving me boundless grounds for joy, I could not wish for three more extraordinary people than the
three Johns-Hammonds who have happened upon us since 2005: Arlo, Claude and Ilka.